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• Far-IR	Overview	and	Origins	Space	Telescope
• 3	Detector	approaches	with	examples
• Outlook



Far-IR	spectroscopy	decodes	cosmic	history	in	galaxies

AA52CH10-Madau ARI 4 August 2014 10:30
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Figure 8
(a) SFR densities in the FUV (uncorrected for dust attenuation) and in the FIR. The data points with symbols are given in Table 1. All
UV and IR luminosities have been converted to instantaneous SFR densities using the factors KFUV = 1.15 × 10−28 and KIR = 4.5 ×
10−44 (cgs units) valid for a Salpeter IMF. (b) Mean dust attenuation in magnitudes as a function of redshift. Most of the data points
shown are based on UV spectral slopes or stellar population model fitting. The symbol shapes and colors correspond to the data sets
cited in Table 1, with the addition of Salim et al. (2007) (cyan pentagon). Two versions of the attenuation factors are shown for
UV-selected galaxies at 2 < z < 7 (Reddy & Steidel 2009, Bouwens et al. 2012a) (offset slightly in the redshift axis for clarity): one
integrated over the observed population (open symbols), the other extrapolated down to LFUV = 0 (filled symbols). Data points from
Burgarella et al. (2013) (olive green dots) are calculated by comparing the integrated FIR and FUV luminosity densities in redshift bins,
rather than from the UV slopes or UV-optical spectral energy distributions. Abbreviations: FIR, far-infrared; FUV, far-UV; IMF,
initial mass function; IR, infrared; SFR, star-formation rate.

samples. The local FIRLF has not been drastically revised since the final IRAS analyses (Sanders
et al. 2003, Takeuchi et al. 2003); additional AKARI data did not drastically change earlier results
(Goto et al. 2011a,b; Sedgwick et al. 2011). The biggest remaining uncertainties pertain to the
faint-end slope, where measurements vary significantly from α = −1.2 to −1.8 (or, somewhat
implausibly, even −2.0) (e.g., Goto et al. 2011b). Analysis of the widest-area FIR surveys from
Herschel, such as H-ATLAS (570 deg2) (Eales et al. 2010), may help with this. The present un-
certainties lead to a difference of a factor of at least 2 to 3 in the local FIR luminosity density.
Nevertheless, as previously noted, in today’s relatively “dead” epoch of cosmic star formation, a
significant fraction of the FIR emission from ordinary spiral galaxies may arise from dust heated
by intermediate-age and older stellar populations, not newly formed OB stars. Hence, it is not
necessarily the best measure of the SFR. At higher redshifts, when the cosmic-specific SFR was
much larger, new star formation should dominate dust heating, making the IR emission a more
robust global tracer.

Local measurements of the SMD have relied mainly on purely optical data (e.g., SDSS pho-
tometry and spectroscopy) or on relatively shallow NIR data from 2MASS. There may still be
concerns about missing light, surface brightness biases, etc., in the 2MASS data (e.g., Bell et al.
2003), and deeper very-wide-field NIR data would be helpful. All-sky MIR data from WISE may
be valuable and have been used by Moustakas et al. (2013), but without extensive analysis specifi-
cally focused on this topic. Deeper NIR data covering a significant fraction of the sky, either from
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Figure 3 Combined LWS+SWS spectra of galaxies (>6 octaves). Left: Combined SWS/LWS
spectrum of the Circinus galaxy (Moorwood 1999, Sturm et al 1999b). The H2 lines and
low-excitation atomic/ionic fine structure lines ([FeII], [SiII], [OI], [CII]) sample photodissocia-
tion regions (PDRs4; Sternberg & Dalgarno 1995, Hollenbach & Tielens 1997), shocks (Draine et
al 1983, Hollenbach&McKee 1989), or X-ray excited gas (Maloney et al 1996). Hydrogen recom-
bination lines and low-lying ionic fine structure lines (excitation potential<50 eV: [ArIII], [NeII],
[NeIII], [SIII], [OIII], [NII]) sample mainly HII regions photoionized by OB stars (Spinoglio &
Malkan 1992, Voit 1992), although ionizing shocks may contribute in some sources (e.g. Contini
& Viegas 1992, Sutherland et al 1993). Ionic lines from species with excitation potentials up to
∼300 eV (e.g. [OIV], [NeV], [NeVI], [SiIX]) probe highly ionized coronal gas and require very
hard radiation fields (such as the accretion disks of AGNs) or fast ionizing shocks. Line ratios
give information about the physical characteristics of the emitting gas. Extinction corrections are
small (A(λ)/A(V) ∼ 0.1 to 0.01 in the 2–40 µm region). Right: The starburst galaxy M82 (top):
low excitation lines, strong UIBs/PAHs; and the AGN NGC 1068 (bottom): high excitation, no
UIBs/PAHs (Sturm et al 1999b, Colbert et al 1999, Spinoglio et al 1999). Sudden breaks in the
SEDs are the result of different aperture sizes at different wavelengths. Local bumps and unusual
slopes in the Circinus spectrum (12–20 µm and 35 µm) may be caused by residual calibration
uncertainties.

excitation/ionization states and are characteristic tracers of different physical re-
gions: photodissociation regions (PDRs4 ), shocks, X-ray excited gas, HII regions

4PDRs are the origin of much of the infrared radiation from the interstellar medium
(ISM). PDRs are created when far-UV radiation impinges on (dense) neutral interstellar
(or circumstellar) clouds and ionizes/photodissociates atoms and molecules. The incident
UV (star) light is absorbed by dust grains and large carbon molecules (such as PAHs) and is
converted into infrared continuum and UIB features. As much as 0.1–1% of the absorbed
starlight is converted to gas heating via photoelectric ejection of electrons from grains or
UIBs (Hollenbach & Tielens 1997, Kaufman et al 1999).
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Figure 1: LEFT Cosmic star formation rate history as measured in the rest-frame ultraviolet, and far-infrared, reprinted
from Madau & Dickinson, 2014 [44]. Red points are from Spitzer and Herschel, green and blue from rest-frame UV
surveys. Purple points are from the Bouwens et al. [7, 6] based on deep Hubble fields using dropout selections.
Right: Full-band spectrum of Circinus, a nearby galaxy with an active nucleus obscured by dust, obtained with the
Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) [25, 50, 63]. This shows the range of ionized, atomic, and molecular gas cooling
lines originating deep in the obscured core of the source. (Vertical axis is �F�, major ticks 5⇥10�12 Wm�2.)

1 Introduction, Motivation
After the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is accounted for, the remaining cosmic background light is the
integrated emission from all stars and galaxies through cosmic time. The spectrum of this cosmic background shows
two broad peaks with comparable observed flux density, one at ⇠1µm, and one at ⇠150µm. The long-wavelength
component, called the Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB) [23, 19], is radiation from dust heated by stars or accreting
black holes. Its prominence is a simple consequence of the fundamental link between the star formation and its fuel:
the interstellar gas with obscuring dust. We now have strong evidence that most of the energy that has been produced
by galaxies through cosmic time has emerged in the far-IR [54, 44]. The typical UV/optical photon from a young star
has been absorbed by dust and re-radiated (see Figure 1).In general, rest-frame ultraviolet and optical-wavelength light
does not access the obscured regions that dominate the activity in galaxies. Similarly, in nearby galaxies and in our
own Milky Way, star-forming cores, embedded young stars, and protoplanetary disks all cool primarily through the
far-infrared.

The spaceborne Spitzer and Herschel observatories have demonstrated the importance of the far-IR waveband, but
it is only with sensitive spectroscopic capability that astronomers will have the opportunity to study in detail the inner
workings of galaxies at cosmological distances and late-stage forming planetary systems. This capability has not yet
been realized because it requires a combination of a cold telescope and very sensitive direct detectors. After 2 decades
of development of superconducting detectors, and with the system-level experience gained with previous-generation
cryogenic satellites, we are now in a position to field CALISTO, a large space telescope actively cooled to a few
degrees K with ⇠ 105 individual far-IR detector pixels, each operating at the fundamental sensitivity limit set by the
astrophysical background. This paper builds on the concept for CALISTO presented late last decade [26, 10]; it will
be a large facility-class observatory launched to an earth-sun L2 halo orbit with at least a 5-year design lifetime. The
key advance in the last decade is the progress in far-IR detector technology.

2
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Table 3: Far-IR Surveyor Example 3000-hour Spectroscopic Surveys (on 10m)

30 µm 50µm 100µm 200µm 400µm approx. galaxy yield
LSS survey: 5000 square degrees – 5� depths [Wm�2]

6.1e-19 2.9e-19 1.21e-19 6.4e-20 3.8e-20 ⇠1 billion
wide: 100 square degrees – 5 � depths [Wm�2]

8.6e-20 4.1e-20 1.7e-20 9.0e-21 5.4e-21 ⇠60 million
deep: 3 square degrees – 5 � depths [Wm�2]

1.5e-20 7.1e-21 3.0e-21 1.6e-21 9.3e-22 ⇠4 million
ultra-deep: 110 square arcminutes – 5 � depths [Wm�2]

1.5e-21 7.1e-22 3.0e-22 1.6e-22 9.3e-23 ?
Numbers are for a 10-meter telescope, using R=500 sensitivities. Assumes that back-
ground is subtracted with no penalty. Depth scales as 1/D2

tel. Instrument is assumed
to be 100 beams in all bands. Survey yield is based on line count estimates at 200 mi-
crons, integrating over 1 octave of bandwidth (e.g. 140–280µm) based on line counts
from Murphy et al.

Figure 5: Spectroscopic sensitivities in the far-IR and submillimeter. Left shows the sensitivity in Wm�2 for a single pointed
observation, assuming chopping off source to remove background (2x conservative). Galaxy spectra assuming L = 1012 L� at
various redshifts are overplotted using light curves, with continuum smoothed to R=500. The right panel shows the speed for
a blind spatial-spectral survey reaching a depth of 10�19 Wm�2 over a square degree, including the number of spatial beams
and the instantaneous bandwidth (here assuming no penalty for background subtraction). We assuming R=500 grating spectrom-
eters with 100 beams (a conservative figure) and 1:1.5 instantaneous bandwidth. Detectors are assumed to operate with NEP =
2⇥10�20 WHz�1/2, a figure which has been demonstrated in the lab. The SPICA / SAFARI-G curve refers to the new con-
figuration: a 2.5-meter telescope with a suite of R=300 grating spectrometer modules with 4 spatial beams, and detectors with
NEP=2⇥10�19 WHz�1/2. ST30 represents a 30-meter class wide-field submillimeter telescope in the Atacama, such as CCAT,
equipped with 100 spectrometer beams, each with 1:1.5 bandwidth. ALMA band averaged sensitivity, and survey speed based on
16 GHz in the primary beam.

9

Spectral	Surveys.		Capabilities	from	mid-IR	to	millimeter.

§ Origins Space Telescope (OST) (and to some extent SPICA) can obtain spectra of galaxies in the Universe’s first billion 
years as they are born, comparable to JWST and ALMA in sensitivity. Spectrometers assume 100 beams, R=500, 
essentially BG limited.

§ SPICA currently proposed to Cosmic Visions M5 proposal.  2.5 meter aperture, SAFARI R=300 grating spectrometer with 
R=3000 etalon mode.   Our proposal for MoO under preparation.

§ ST30 is CSST – 30m ground-based telescope for the submm, assuming 100 element MOS. 
3January	3,	2017 Cosmic	Dawn	SIG				M.	Bradford

Superconductors

New	web	site:	origins.ipac.caltech.edu



Confusion	for	
Spectroscopy:
Not	an	issue

OST	Survey	Spectrograph:		Bradford 4

`Line	Counts’	indicate	that	even	with	5	or	10m	telescope	and	R=500,	
confusion	is	not	an	issue	except	perhaps	in	very	long	integrations	at	the	
longest	wavelengths.

12/30/16

E.	Murphy	et	al.,	in	prep



Example	3-D	spatial-spectral	surveys

OST	Survey	Spectrograph:		Bradford 512/30/16

Staggering	yield	for	the	5000	square	degree	survey!!
Galaxy	yield	is	a	lower	limit,	since	only	considers	1	band.

Table 3: Far-IR Surveyor Example 3000-hour Spectroscopic Surveys (on 10m)

30 µm 50µm 100µm 200µm 400µm approx. galaxy yield
LSS survey: 5000 square degrees – 5� depths [Wm�2]

6.1e-19 2.9e-19 1.21e-19 6.4e-20 3.8e-20 ⇠1 billion
wide: 100 square degrees – 5 � depths [Wm�2]

8.6e-20 4.1e-20 1.7e-20 9.0e-21 5.4e-21 ⇠60 million
deep: 3 square degrees – 5 � depths [Wm�2]

1.5e-20 7.1e-21 3.0e-21 1.6e-21 9.3e-22 ⇠4 million
ultra-deep: 110 square arcminutes – 5 � depths [Wm�2]

1.5e-21 7.1e-22 3.0e-22 1.6e-22 9.3e-23 ?
Numbers are for a 10-meter telescope, using R=500 sensitivities. Assumes that back-
ground is subtracted with no penalty. Depth scales as 1/D2

tel. Instrument is assumed
to be 100 beams in all bands. Survey yield is based on line count estimates at 200 mi-
crons, integrating over 1 octave of bandwidth (e.g. 140–280µm) based on line counts
from Murphy et al.

Figure 5: Spectroscopic sensitivities in the far-IR and submillimeter. Left shows the sensitivity in Wm�2 for a single pointed
observation. Galaxy spectra assuming L = 1012 L� at various redshifts are overplotted using light curves, with continuum
smoothed to R=500. The right panel shows the speed for a blind spatial-spectral survey reaching a depth of 10�19 Wm�2 over
a square degree, including the number of spatial beams and the instantaneous bandwidth. We assuming R=500 grating spectrom-
eters with 100 beams (a conservative figure) and 1:1.5 instantaneous bandwidth. Detectors are assumed to operate with NEP =
2⇥10�20 WHz�1/2, a figure which has been demonstrated in the lab. The SPICA / SAFARI-G curve refers to the new con-
figuration: a 2.5-meter telescope with a suite of R=300 grating spectrometer modules with 4 spatial beams, and detectors with
NEP=2⇥10�19 WHz�1/2. ST30 represents a 30-meter class wide-field submillimeter telescope in the Atacama, such as CCAT,
equipped with 100 spectrometer beams, each with 1:1.5 bandwidth. ALMA band averaged sensitivity, and survey speed based on
16 GHz in the primary beam.
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Far-IR	Accesses	First	Dust

• Origin	of	large	(108 Msun)	reservoirs	of	dust	in	z~5-7.5	galaxies	&	quasar	hosts	is	not	
understood.		(high	mass	supernovae,		growth	in	ISM,	AGB	stars?)

• Rest-frame	mid-IR	dust	features	can	distinguish	this	early	dust	buildup	and	the	early	
generation	of	star	formation

January	3,	2017 Cosmic	Dawn	SIG				M.	Bradford 6

3. Figure:  

 
Left: Predicted rest-frame dust emission features for different modes of star formation in the early Universe (Schneider+ 
in prep).  A time-averaged 106 M� burst is modeled (Pop II 0.1–100M�, 0.01 Z�, 40Myr avg.; Pop III 0.1–100M�, 0.0 Z�, 
40Myr avg.; Pop III Heavy 50–500M�, 0.0 Z�, 4Myr avg.). The strong SiO2 bands produced by massive pair-instability 
SNe (violet curve) are a tell-tale signature of a high dust-yield, top-heavy IMF, whereas PAH features likely indicate some 
small initial metallicity Z≳0.01. Right: The predicted sensitivity of a filled-aperture background-limited telescope at 
(binned) spectroscopic resolution R=60, demonstrating the detection capability for a redshifted PAH template of a normal 
1012 L� star-forming galaxy at z=5–10 (Bradford+ in prep).  JWST/MIRI and ALMA Band 7–10 wavelength coverage and 
sensitivities are also shown for comparison. 

4. Performance Table:  
Parameter Unit Required value Desired Value Comments 

Wavelength/band µm  20–220 20–300 Note a 

Number of targets  #  100  1000   

Survey area deg.2  3 6 Note b 

Angular resolution arcsec  5  2  

Spectral resolution !/Δ! >50 >150  Note c 

Spectral line sensitivity  W m-2  10-20  2×10-21  5σ, 1hr, at (binned) resolution 

Signal-to-noise    5  15   

Dynamic range    10:1 25:1 For crystallinity, band/continuum variations 
a. Probing the 3–25µm rest frame dust features at z=6–10. 
b. At z>5, Bethermin+ 2012 predict ~100 ULIRGs and ~1000 LIRGs per square degree, yielding thousands of 

PAH detections with the targeted sensitivity.  Confusion is not a concern in the spectral direction for 
wavelengths below 100µm, and template-fitting can yield precise redshifts. 

c. Features are intrinsically broad, but higher resolution is needed for sub-feature decomposition/crystallinity 
measurements. 

5.  Key references: 
Bethermin+ 2012; Carrilli & Walter, ARA&A 2013; Da Cunha+ ApJ 2013 

1012 Lsun

R.	Schneider	et	al,	
in	prep



Primordial	Molecular	Hydrogen

• Quadrupole	H2 rotational	transitions	may	be	an	important	coolant	enabling	galaxy	
formation	and	growth	in	early	dark	matter	halos,	particularly	if	completely	primordial	(un-
enriched).

• Local	systems	have	shown	that	H2 transitions	measure	mechanical	energy	dissipation	as	
gas	collapses	in	advance	of	star	formation.			Can	dominate	fine-structure	line	cooling	even	
in	moderately	enriched	systems.

• Sensitive	far-IR	spectrograph	can	detect	1010 Msun halos	if	boosted	either	by	lensing	or	
shock	heating.				Densities	is	high	enough	to	expect	detections	in	a	modest	survey	of	
cluster	lenses.

January	3,	2017 Cosmic	Dawn	SIG				M.	Bradford 7

Detection of gas falling into such halos is therefore potentially feasible in very deep surveys at z < 
9, especially with additional shock boosting with a cooled 10-m telescope  (reaching depths of  

few x 10-22 W m-2 in 5-10 hrs). Note: Stephan’s Quintet’s local shocked filament (0-0S(1) line 
luminosity of 4 x 1034 W and H2 mass of 109 M

!
) would be directly detectable with a  10-m cooled 

telescope without lensing at z = 9, and we would easily detect similar systems in standard deep 
sky surveys.   
2(iii) Uniqueness to 10µm to few mm wavelength facility: The rotational H2 lines fall 
exclusively in the far-IR for gas up to z = 11. No other facility is capable of detecting direct H2 
emission from turbulently--heated warm molecular gas in the early Universe. MIRI-JWST will 
have a limited capability of detecting much warmer H2 lines to low-z, but will be blind to power in 
cooler gas where most of kinetic energy resides. The fine-structure lines of [OI]63µm and 
[CII]158µm can be reached at high-z with ALMA, but there is considerable advantage to detecting 
redshifted [SiII]34.8µm and [FeII]25.9µm emission in the same spectrometer band as the H2 lines.  
2(iv) Longevity No other facility (including SPICA) can reach the required sensitivity. 
 
3. Figure  

 
Left: Spitzer IRS Spectrum of the Stephan’s Quintet shocked filament, showing how shock-excitation can lead to strong 
rotational lines (Cluver+10). Note also the bright [SiII]34.8µm line, a line expected to be much brighter than the H2 
lines in the diffuse early collapse of a galaxy-sized halo. Right: Estimated line fluxes for 0-0S(1) or S(3) H2 lines 
derived from models of Gong+13 for two large DM halo masses (purple and red lines) as a function of z. We also show 
the amplification of a factor of 6 or more from lensing and 5 (total 30) from possible shock boosting in the 1010M

!
 

halo. At z = 9, we expect several such halos in the lensing caustics of a sample of lensing clusters and many more at 
lower z. Stephan’s Quintet’s 17λµm H2 emission luminosity (black line) would be detectable to large z without lensing. 
Observations to this depth will test models by determining how strong H2 lines are relative to fine-structure lines.   
4. Table:  

Parameter Unit Required value Desired Value Comments   

Wavelength/band µm 32-275* 32-455** *0-0S(1),S(3),S(5) or **S(0)-S(5) 
H2 line coverage for 4 < z <15 

Number of 
targets 

Ncl 18 18 18 Strong lensing clusters 
 

Survey area beams 30 30 Beams per cluster  
Angular 
resolution  

arcsec 2-5 arcsec 2-5 arcsec Beam to cover range of lensing 
caustics scales 

Spectral 
resolution 

Δλ/λ > 500  1000 or more 600 km/s resolution adequate, 
higher is desirable for kinematics 

Bandwidth µm 240 420  
Continuum 
Sensitivity (1 σ) 

µJy NA NA  

Appleton



Far-IR	Detector	Requirements
• Per-pixel	sensitivity	
below	3x10-20 W	Hz-1/2
for	spectroscopy

• Readout	/	system	
scheme	enabling	105
to	106 total	pixels	in	a	
large	observatory.

• Ability	couple	
efficiency	across	the	
full	30	microns	to	1	
mm	spectral	band.

No	other	market	for	this	
technology	->	NASA	
astrophysics	+	Euro	&	
Japanese	agencies	must	
develop.

January	3,	2017 Cosmic	Dawn	SIG				M.	Bradford 8

OST spectrograph: R=700, 
T=5K telescope @ 5%

OST target

Broadband instrument 
(R=3), dual pol



Transition-edge sensed (TES) bolometers

Goddard	kilo-pixel	array	for	Hawc-Pol on	
SOFIA.
• 32	x	40	format	with	integrated	bump-

bonding	to	multiplexer.
• NEP	~	8x10-17 W	Hz-1/2
• Time-domain	multiplexer	as	per	

SCUBA-2,	BICEP	/	Keck.			Hard	to	scale	
to	OST	formats.

J.	Staguhn et	al.		@	GSFC



Transition-edge sensed (TES) bolometers

JPL	and	SRON	developed	TES	
bolometers	for	spectroscopy	–
long	legs	and	50-100	mK
temperature.
• NEP	~	1x10-19 W	Hz-1/2
• SRON	RF	frequency-domain	

MUX	with	160-pixel	circuit.		
Might	approach	OST	format	
with	careful	thermal	design	
for	wiring.

APEXMO3 BLISS for SAFARI/SPICA 
AO NNH12ZDA006O-APEXMO3 Section F—Investigation Implementation 
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proposed spectrometers here.  As shown in Fig 
F-8 and Table E.1-x, these pathfinder programs 
have resulted in the demonstration of prototype 
TES bolometer array with an NEP equal to 
1x10-19 W/Hz1/2, a response time less than 10 
ms, and an optical-coupling scheme designed to 
work with the SAFARI optics optics. 
F.3 FPA Advanced Development 
F.3.1 From Pathfinder to BLISS TES 

Bolometer Arrays 
To meet the design and performance 

requirements of BLISS, we need to adapt 
several aspects of the BLISS pathfinder arrays 
which are summarized in Table F-4. Here we 
describe these adaptations in greater detail:   

The TES chip size must be increased from 
the 32-element pathfinder sub-arrays to 
accommodate the BLISS format and layout. 
BLISS uses two chip formats: 5x55 and 5x35 

(to accommodate the varying spectrometer plate 
scale, Section §E.1.3). As Figure F-2 shows, 
each spectrometer will contain two of each type 
of chip (4 total) butted together creating a total 
array format of 5x180. Fortunately, JPL has 
demonstrated high-yield (>90%) in full 10 x 10 
cm2 wafer-scale chips with the BICEP and 
SPIDER CMB detector program (see Section 
J.xx); these require approximately twice the 
processing steps of the BLISS arrays. 

We plan to leverage the JPL CMB detector 
program to build the BLISS arrays and we 
anticipate no major modification that we need 
to make to the pathfinder BLISS detector 
program to yield chips suitable for flight. JPL 
has a laser trimmer with a 2 x 2 µm2 spot and 
computer controlled stage that we will use to 
remove silicon nitride struts that hold the pixels 
firmly during fabrication.   We have budgeted a 

Table F-4. A summary of the BLISS TES Bolometer Array Heritage and key adaptations to meet the 
BLISS design and performance requirements.  

Detector attribute BLISS flight design Pathfinder Demo Adaptation Note 

Thermistor  

75 nm molybdenum/200 nm 
copper bilayer, 

Critical temperature Tc=110 mK, 
Normal resistance RN=100 mW 

Identical 
Must control critical temperature Tc and normal 
resistance RN across each TES bolometer chip. 

Plan to procure dedicated sputter deposition tool.  

Support beam geometry 0.4 wide by 0.25 thick by 2000 
µm2 silicon nitride Identical 

Larger format array demands high yield.  JPL has 
invested in a laser trimmer that we can use to ‘zap’ 

silicon nitride struts rigidly support pixels during 
fabrication 

Absorber 300 x 300 µm2 tantalum film  SRON 
. Ta films demonstrated at SRON via e-beam 

evaporation.  Need to establish process at JPL with 
existing e-beam evaporator 

Backshort Separate bulk-etched wafer, Flown on Herschel SPIRE and Planck 

 Physical chip & format size  6x 2.5 cm2 &5x55 elements 2 x 0.5 cm2 & 1x32 
elements 

Leverage JPL’s CMB detector program that 
processes very large 10 x 10 cm2 chips. With laser 
trimmer & new sputter chamber will yield > 90%.igh 

yield in 4” CMB arrays with 128 detectors ea. 

 
Figure F-8. JPL and SRON’s pathfinder development programs have demonstrated TES bolometer array 
performance that exceeds the BLISS requirements.  (Left) SRON has designed, built, and tested TES 
bolometer arrays with their SQUID FDM readout and measured end-to-end NEP values on the array that 
exceed the SAFARI requirement. [Suzuki] (Right) Likewise, JPL has designed, built, and tested arrays and 
demonstrated NEP performance using a different version of the SQUID readout. [beyer] 

APEXMO3 BLISS for SAFARI/SPICA 
AO NNH12ZDA006O-APEXMO3 Section F—Investigation Implementation 

F-3 
Use or disclosure of information contained on this sheet is subject to the restriction on the Restrictive Notice page of this proposal. 

careful design of the LC parameters in 
combination with the TES resistance RN. Yield 
is 87% in the pictured device; we expect 
improvement as the fabrication process is 
refined. A similar F-MUX system is being 
used by the US-led CMB experiments 
Polarbear and South Pole Telescope, both of 
which have been producing scientific results in 
the field for several years. (Dobbs+ 2012, 
Dobbs+ 2009). 
F.1.5 BLISS Spectrometer-Level 

Implementation 
The aluminum optics modules from L3-SSG 

are described in §E.1.6, and our focal plane 
array (FPA) system is described in detail in 
§F.1.3 and §F4. Here we describe key aspects 
which are not included in these two major 
elements. 
Thermal Suspensions 

The thermal isolation of the focal plane 
assembly (FPA) at 50 mK and the full module 
1.7 K requires a balance between maintaining 
sufficient margin in  
strength and stiffness to survive launch, while 
fitting under the heat lift allocation at each 
temperature stage. As Table F-1 shows, we 
have a design which meets these requirements 
with margin. The FPA at 50 mK will employ a 
tensioned Kevlar rope suspension scheme with 
flight heritage from Hershel SPIRE. The 
instrument does not suspend significant mass 

at 300 mK, but does intercept the majority of 
the heat load down the Kevlar ropes between 
1.7 K and 50 mK. The design will be refined in 
phase-A, but the CBE design demonstrating 
margin is shown in Figure F-1.  

The BLISS spectrometer modules are 
isolated from the 4.5 K payload interface by 
Ti6Al4V bipod flexures arranged to provide a 
kinematic mount, a straightforward mechanical 
system used in many flight instruments. 
Magnetic Susceptibility and Shielding 
While ambient fields at L2 are much lower 
than on Earth, the TES bolometers and 
SQUIDs may be susceptible to spacecraft-
generated fields. To eliminate this concern, we 
will integrate both high-permeability magnetic 
shielding material into the 1.7 K enclosure 
(only penetrated by the spectrometer slit and 
the thermal penetrations) and local shielding of 
the second-stage SQUIDs. Because magnetic 
susceptibility is easily measured, we will 
characterize it along the development path in 
the FPA testbed-module (TB-M) and the 
spectrometer testbed-spectrometer (TB-S) 
(Table F-5). 
Wiring Harnesses 

The 1-3 MHz bandwidth of the FDM 
permits simple twisted pair superconducting 
wires for the sub-4.5K harness which is part of 
our delivery. The conductors will be NbTi 
which have been clad in a low thermal 

 
Figure F-4. The SRON 176 frequency-domain multiplexer (FDM) meets the BLISS performance 
requirements with margin. Left shows a 176-pixel demonstration setup. The LC filters are arrayed on chips 
to the right and left of the TES bolometer array. Center shows a detail of the LC chips, each unit cell has 
two LC filters (more detail in §J.9.8). Right shows noise performance of a typical channel, with white noise 
below 6 pA / sqrt(Hz) and no 1/f knee below 100 mHz. JPL will receive LC chips and SQUID boards for the 
BLISS focal-plane assembly from SRON. 
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Table 2. Key requirements for the demonstrator system.

MUX � �/�� NEP

det

Absorption dynamic Cosmic Ray Crosstalk 1/f knee Yield

(factor) e�ciency range dead time

Baseline 500 350 µm 5 5⇥10�19 W/
p

Hz >0.5 > 1000 <30% <-20 dB <0.5Hz >60%
Goal 1000 200 µm 1.5 1⇥10�19 W/

p
Hz >0.7 > 104 <10% <-30 dB <0.1Hz >70%

Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of a section of the chip, taken from the backside of the wafer where the lens array will be mounted, showing
the MKIDs seen through the sapphire substrate. Also visible is the TiN mesh layer, with the holes to allow the antenna beams to
couple e�ciently to the lenses. Note that all meandering resonators have a slightly di↵erent length to allow them to be read out
at di↵erent frequencies. (b) Zoom-in on a single MKID detector, photographed from the front side of the chip. We see the NbTiN
layer and the lithographic bridges used to balance the feedline ground planes. (c) Photograph of the chip-lens array assembly in
its holder, with the lens array clearly visible. In operation we place a polariser and set of bandpass filters on the circular aperture
and mount the assembly inside the light-tight box of the cryostat, which is cooled to 120 mK. As a result we can only illuminate
a fraction of the pixels of the array. (d) A zoom-in of panel (b) showing the antenna at the shorted end of the MKID resonator. (e)
Schematic diagram of the cross section of the assembled detector array with lens array, chip and the positions of the MKIDs and
the TiN mesh stray-light absorbing layer. (f) The transmission of the feedline around a single MKID measured from contact 1 to 2
in panel (b). The MKID traces a resonance dip which changes upon radiation absorption: the blue line is the equilibrium case, and
the red curve corresponds to the MKID absorbing radiation. The two dots indicate the change in response of the forward scattering
parameter (S21) when reading out the device with a readout tone at F0.

mission, for which 1% is adopted. The system optical e�ciency
is the multiplication of several factors: For all cases we use a fil-
ter/mirror transmission e�ciency of 0.45, a Lyot stop e�ciency
of 0.95, and a detector absorption e�ciency of 0.8 together with
an area fill factor of 0.8. For the interferometer, an additional
beam divider e�ciency of 0.5 is included, and for the CMB
instrument an e�ciency factor of 0.5 was added to represent
the polarisation sensitivity of the detectors. We use a pixel size
corresponding to instantaneous full sampling of the di↵raction-
limited beam (i.e. 0.5�/D pixel side), except for the CMB exper-
iment, for which a larger pixel size of 1.0�/D is adopted.

We calculate, for the relevant wavelength ranges of all in-
strument concepts, both the power per pixel from the instrument
background as well as the power from a 1-Jy source (Gri�n et al.

2016): The detectors in a FIR observatory will need to be op-
timised for imaging very faint sources, but they should also be
capable of observing much brighter sources within their instanta-
neous dynamic range. We also specify, based on plausible opera-
tional requirements, the maximum detector time constant and the
1/f noise requirements. The results are given in Table 1. The fre-
quency range, detection bandwidth, detector time constant and
1/f knee all depend on the application. The requirements on the
susceptibility to ionising radiation (cosmic rays) and pixel-pixel
crosstalk are the same for all concepts.

For the purpose of this paper we define a set of generic re-
quirements for the detector system which we strive to achieve,
which are given in in Table 2. The instantaneous dynamic range
is derived from the ratio of a 1-Jy source power and the NEP re-

3
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Fig. 3. (a) Frequency sweep of the array, with each dip corresponding to a di↵erent MKID pixel. (b) Zoom of a section of panel (a),
showing the relative bandwidth of the resonators and the scatter in frequency of the resonators, mainly due to thickness variations
in the NbTiN.

5. Experiments

5.1. Resonator characterisation

To characterise the detector array we stabilise the chip at a tem-
perature of 120 mK and operate the black body with zero heater
current, resulting in TBB ⇠ 2.7 K. We refer to this condition as
’cold and dark’ in the remainder of the text. We use a commer-
cial vector network analyser instead of the multiplexed readout
in Fig. 2(a) to measure the forward scattering parameter S21 of
the system as a function of frequency; the result is shown in Fig.
3. We observe a ’forest’ of resonance features, each one corre-
sponding to an individual MKID and a frequency-independent
transmission where no resonances are present. The resonances
occupy a frequency range from 3.9 - 5.55 GHz with a small gap
(by design) in the centre of the band which is used to place the
LO of the readout electronics. The frequency range is 5% lower
than the design due to a slightly higher kinetic inductance in the
MKIDs, which is of no consequence for the pixel performance.
Using an algorithm based on the double derivative of the pre-
sented data to identify all resonators, we find 907 resonators out
of 961, i.e. 94%. We fit to all the resonance features a Lorentzian
function to extract the Q factor and depth of each resonance,
from which we can deduce the coupling Q factor Qc and Qi the
Q factor describing all other losses in the MKID resonator: Q�1

= Qc�1+Qi�1. We find that < Qc > = 1.3⇥105, close to the de-
sign value and that Qi > 106 for most of the devices, i.e. at cold
and dark conditions the resonator Q is dominated by Qc. Several
of these scans were performed to determine the optimum read-
out power of the detectors. This is the maximum power for which
the MKID resonance features have no signs of asymmetry. We
observe that -92 dBm readout power at the MKID chip allows
all resonances to be read-out; at -86 dBm more than half of the

MKIDs are overdriven: they are asymmetric and produce very
significant excess noise.

5.2. Experimental methodology to measure the NEP

To measure the detector optical e�ciency and sensitivity we use
the method developed by Janssen et al. (2013): We measure the
detector NEP under background-limited conditions (i.e. at su�-
ciently high temperature of the black body calibrator) and com-
pare the result to a theoretical calculation of the photon noise
limited sensitivity. This analysis allows a direct measurement
of the optical e�ciency and requires an analysis of the spec-
tral shape of the noise to ensure background limited operation of
the MKID. In this section we discuss this method in detail, the
results are given in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

We use the multiplexed readout in the configuration shown
in Fig. 2 and operate it in its standard configuration with a
tone placement in multiples of 3.8 kHz and a data rate of 159
frames/sec. We use FLO = 4.685 GHz, in the centre of the empty
frequency region in Fig. 3(a). We stabilise the array temperature
at 120 mK and put the array under the desired FIR loading condi-
tions by stabilising the calibrator temperature at the appropriate
value. We will use a calibrator temperature of 9 K and proof that
this represents background limited operation of the MKIDs. We
also measure under ’cold and dark’ conditions where the radi-
ated power is negligible. To initialise the measurement sequence
we perform a ‘wide frequency sweep’ using 1000 evenly spaced
readout tones at -92 dBm of power per tone by sweeping the LO
frequency. The result of this measurement is identical to the data
presented in Fig. 3(a). The system software finds all resonance
features and places readout tones as closely as possible to the
central frequency of each resonance. Given an MKID bandwidth
of ⇠ 50 kHz, we can place the readout tone with a resolution of

7
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Fig. 7. (a) The MKID local frequency sweep results in a circle in the complex plane, shown by the blue circle. The line inside the
circle is the trace of the MKID response from an increase in absorbed power from < 10 aW to 200 fW with a readout tone placed
10 kHz below the MKID resonance frequency. The data are over-plotted with the sections used to calculate the NEP. (b) NEP as a
function of loading power with a constant LO frequency at a post-detection frequency of 60-80 Hz. We see that the measured NEP
approaches the NEPph for powers exceeding 100 aW up to 40 fW. (c) The mean value in a 60-80 Hz post detection frequency band
of the phase noise power spectral density, amplitude noise power spectral density and the ratio of the two. We see that at low power
the phase noise exceeds the amplitude noise. At the highest power we see that the phase and amplitude noise become similar due
to a sharp drop in the phase noise level. This drop is caused by the MKID responsivity being reduced by the resonator moving too
far o↵ the readout tone. The power level where the phase noise approaches the amplitude noise, which is the same power level at
which the NEP starts to deviate from the theoretical prediction in panel (b), defines the maximum instantaneous source power that
the device can measure.

To give an absolute measure of the performance of this de-
tector system we must relate it to the imaging speed. The two
figures of merit for this are: i) the intrinsic detector sensitiv-
ity, given in Fig. 6(b) and ii) the aperture e�ciency, defined as
⌘AE = ⌘rad ⇥ ⌘taper = 0.8 ⇥ 0.68 = 0.54 where we take ⌘taper from
the simulated antenna beam pattern and ⌘rad = 0.68 as discussed
in Section 5.3. For a perfect single-mode system ⌘AE ⇠ 0.8, the
pixels of our array have a relative coupling e�ciency of 68%.
The most important factor contributing to the reduction in cou-
pling with respect to a perfect system is coupling loss due to
the birefringence of the sapphire substrate and the gap between
lens array and detector chip. An antenna on a non-birefringent
substrate such as silicon in combination with a better mounting
technology for the lens array could mitigate both issues.

5.5. Dynamic range

To be able to map extended astronomical sources, which often
have a large variation in surface brightness across the image, the
detectors of an imaging array must be able to cope with cor-
respondingly large variations in Popt without saturation. When
reading out the detector, increasing absorbed power shifts the
MKID resonance frequency to lower values, as shown in Fig.
1(f). At some power level, the resonance will be shifted com-
pletely away from the readout tone, resulting in loss of detector
response. This determines the instantaneous dynamic range of
the system. To measure it we first perform a frequency sweep
under dark and cold conditions to find the MKID resonant fre-
quencies. Subsequently we take data while increasing the black
body temperature up to 30 K, or Popt = 200 fW absorbed power.
We use readout tones at F0-10kHz, representing a readout tone
at a 0.25 bandwidth below the MKID resonance. The use of a
lower frequency readout tone increases dynamic range and does
not decrease the detector performance. The frequency sweep and
detector response are shown for a representative detector in Fig.

7(a), with the frequency sweep indicated by the blue circle, and
the trace inside the circle representing the measured data at F0-
10kHz when increasing the black body power. The lowest FIR
power corresponds to the low intersection of both curves. Here
we observe an advantage of MKID phase readout: the detector
phase response �✓ increases monotonically with absorbed power,
whereas the MKID amplitude response �A is non-monotonic.

To analyse the detector performance we divide the data into
small sections of 2000 data points and, for each section, perform
a linear fit to the phase response versus absorbed power to obtain
�✓/�Popt. The number of data points is chosen to yield a linear
response with su�cient signal-to-noise for a reliable fit. In Fig.
7(a) the data sections are indicated by the dots on the MKID
response curve. To get an estimate of the noise we subtract the
fit from the data and calculate the power spectral density of this
baseline corrected data. Using Eq.2 we calculate the phase read-
out limited NEP at a post-detection frequency of 80 Hz. In Fig.
7(b) we show the measured phase NEP as a function of the ab-
sorbed power together with the calculated NEP assuming back-
ground limited detector performance, obtained using Eq. 4. The
result is almost identical to the result from de Visser et al. (2014)
obtained for a single pixel using amplitude readout: At the low-
est power the MKID is detector-limited; increasing the radiation
power we quickly approach a sensitivity very close to the back-
ground limit (given by the blue line), which is in agreement with
the results in Section 5.3. At absorbed powers larger than 40 fW
the NEP deteriorates faster than the theoretical curve because the
MKID resonance feature has moved too far away from the read-
out tone. The result is a reduction in device responsivity, which
reduces the MKID output noise power spectral density, and is
clearly visible in Fig. 7(c). This process, starting at 10 fW, results
in the readout noise becoming significant and thereby increasing
the NEP above the background limit. Note that the device output
noise is at these powers purely given by the photon noise from
the calibration source. The dynamic range of the detector is thus
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Fig. 6. (a) Measured detector NEP referred to the power ab-
sorbed in the pixel at 10 aW (bottom lines), which represents
the performance limit of the detectors, and 50 fW (upper lines).
Note the white noise spectra and identical sensitivity using am-
plitude or phase readout in this case. The dots represent the min-
imum of the NEP curve shown in panel (a) (11 aW case) and
the NEP in a 60-80 Hz band for the 50 fW case. (b) Minimum
NEP, using phase- and amplitude readout at 11 aW loading. The
quasi-parabolic shape in NEP is due to the partial blocking of
the radiation source by apertures in the setup. The NEP calcula-
tion is done using Eq. 4 with the experimentally obtained optical
e�ciency.

given by Psaturation/NEP = 1 ⇥ 105, and the maximum source
power we can observe is 40 fW. The other detectors in the array
that are illuminated by the black body calibrator give very sim-
ilar results. This dynamic range is large enough for virtually all
applications.

5.6. Dark Sensitivity

The measurements presented so far have demonstrated the per-
formance of the central pixels because of the limited aperture
to the black body calibrator in our experimental system. To as-
sess the performance of the entire array we have to measure pa-
rameters that are independent of the radiation coupling scheme.
We therefore measure the ‘dark’ NEP of the detectors using the
method described in Baselmans et al. (2008): We measure the
response of the MKIDs to a change in chip temperature while
keeping the radiator in dark conditions, i.e. TBB = 2.7 K. Under
these conditions the amount of quasiparticles in the aluminium
Nqp can be calculate from the chip temperature, the volume
of the aluminium section of the resonator and the energy gap
(Janssen et al. 2014). Rewriting Nqp in terms of FIR power al-

Fig. 8. (a) The minimum dark NEP for all MKIDs of the ar-
ray, obtained by measuring the temperature response of the chip
and the noise spectra at 120 mK; for details see the text. (b)
Histogram of the data plotted in panel (a).

lows the dark NEP to be calculated using Eq.2 by replacing the
responsivity term �✓/�Popt by the dark responsivity

�✓

�Pdark
=
⌘pb⌧qp

�

�✓

�Nqp(T )
(5)

or its equivalent for amplitude. Importantly Janssen et al. (2014)
have shown that the dark NEP is a good approximation for the
NEP measured using a calibration source for the hybrid NbTiN-
Al MKID design.

We give, in Fig. 8 the dark NEP for both phase
and amplitude readout. The dark NEP is given by
NEPdark = 2.8 ± 0.8 ⇥ 10�19 W/

p
Hz for phase readout.

The scatter in the NEP between the pixels is small, which
is a result of the good fabrication control resulting in a very
limited spread of the aluminium properties over the wafer. The
amplitude NEP is in most cases a bit higher, and limited for most
pixels by the readout noise, which causes the higher value and
larger spread. Both NEP values are in excellent agreement with
the optical NEP presented in section 5.4 which confirms that
the dark NEP is a good measurement of the detector sensitivity
and that we can expect that a full size lens array coupled to the
presented chip would result in a imaging array with a limiting
sensitivity given by Fig. 8.

5.7. Crosstalk

In any imaging system it is important that the spatial information
in the scene being viewed is transferred with high fidelity into
the final image. This requires that each pixel respond only to its
position in the re-imaged focal plane of the system. Unwanted
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental system, showing the digital and analogue sections of the readout system, the signal
chain for the readout input and output lines and all components used. Note that the chip is mounted inside a light-tight box with
coaxial feed-though filters for the readout signals; the thick black structure represents infrared absorber inside the sample holder and
light-tight box to minimise stray light. (b) Calculated performance of the readout system, expressed in power spectral density of an
individual readout tone, as a function of the number of readout tones used. Note the linear decrease in performance with increasing
number of tones. (c) Measured performance of the readout system with 1124 tones. 874 tones are placed on MKIDs and 250 tones
are placed in between MKID resonances. The figure shows the performance of these 250 blind tones. The data are corrected for
systematic noise contributions as explained in the text. The open shapes represent the phase noise, and the closed shapes represent
the amplitude noise. The colour coding indicated in the legend gives the post-detection frequency at which the noise spectral density
is evaluated. The measured performance is very similar in phase and amplitude and also independent of the post-detection frequency
down to 0.7 Hz. We do see a small frequency dependence and the deterioration of the readout system near the LO, which is placed
at 4.685 GHz.

and ii) to absorb high energy phonons resulting from cosmic ray
interactions as demonstrated by Monfardini et al. (2016). The
mesh design is optimised for radiation absorption in the 850-
GHz frequency range, and to be fully transparent at the 4-6 GHz
MKID frequency.

Fig. 1(c) shows the chip and Si lens array mounted in the
holder. The holder aperture has a diameter that is smaller than
the chip due to the size of the available FIR filters in our mea-
surement setup. At the right side of the holder there are two SMA
connectors which are connected to the feedline using wire bond-
ing. These connectors form the interface between the sample and
the readout system shown in Fig. 2.

4. Experimental system

The experimental system consists of an in-house built readout
system, coaxial cables and amplifiers to connect the readout sys-
tem to the detector array, and a commercial adiabatic demagneti-
sation (ADR) cooler. The cooler has 50-K and 3-K temperature
stages cooled by a continuous pulse-tube cooler and additional
0.8-K and 120-mK stages cooled by two independent ADRs.
The experimental system is schematically depicted in Fig. 2 and
we discuss it in detail below.

5

NEP~	sqrt(P)	->	shot	noise

limited	by	
amplifier	noise



• Filterbank patterned	in	Nb /	SiN /	Nb microstrip.		

• Integrated	array	of	TiN KIDs.		Reaching	BG	limit	for	
mm-wave	ground-based	system.

• Full	chip	size	on	order	10	cm2 for	a	single	200-
channel	spectrometer.

• Multi-object	spectrometer	on	CSST	/	LMT	can	
exceed	ALMA’s	Nobjects x	Bandwidth	survey	speed.

• Ideal	for	powerful	future	[CII]	tomography	
instrument.

SuperSpec on-chip	
filterbank spectrometer

Shirokoff (U.	Chicago),		Hailey-Dunsheath,	LeDuc,	Bradford,	Zmuidzinas (Caltech	/	JPL),		Glenn,	Wheeler	(Boulder),		Mauskopf (ASU)
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The Quantum Capacitance Detector (QCD)
• Radiation coupled by an antenna breaks Cooper pairs in 

the reservoir (absorber) establishing a density of 
quasiparticles(QP) proportional to the optical signal.

• QP density in reservoir set by the ratio of tunneling rates 
onto and out of the island. The  average QP occupation 
on the island (0 < Podd <1) is proportional to optical 
power. 

• Bias at a peak, then average gate capacitance is a 
measure of optical power.

• Incorporate gate capacitor into a half-wave microwave 
resonator, changing C shifts readout frequency.   
Naturally frequency-domain multiplexed.

Pierre	Echternach et	al	@	JPL



Lens-coupled mesh absorber

Inductor

Capacitor

• Developing	mesh	absorber	instead	of	antenna	to	better	couple	to	general	far-IR	radiation.
• Lumped	element	resonator	saves	space	and	has	better	characteristics	than	CPW	half	wave	

resonator

Mesh	absorber



Lens	coupled	mesh	absorber	LEQCD

Mesh	
absorber



QCD – shot-noise-limited sensitivity meets OST 
requirement

• P1/2 dependence	implies	photon	noise	limited	performance.
• Efficiency	extracted	from	ratio	of	measured	NEP	and	photon	shot	noise	NEP.
• Should	be	able	to	detect	single	photons.

Tunneling	in	<	
base	tunneling	
rate

Tunneling	In	>>	
Tunneling	out	->	
Reaching	
saturation
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• Sweep	rate	~	22kHz	spanning	4	Quantum	Capacitance	Peaks	=>	effective	sweep	rate	~	88kHz
• Should	block	background	tunneling	while	still	allowing	tunneling	due	to	single	photon	absorption
• Raw	QC	time	trace	should	be	absolutely	periodic
• Gaps	are	due	to	high	tunneling	suppressing	the	Quantum	Capacitance		signal,	due	to	photon	

absorption.

Fast	sweep	rate	reveals	single	photon	events	– counting	far-IR	photons.

Photon Photon Photon

January	3,	2017 Cosmic	Dawn	SIG				M.	Bradford 19

500	us

Photon	counting	not	required	for	OST	science,	but	does	offer	some	system-level	advantages:
*1/f	noise	not	an	issue,		*	low	NEP	strictly	speaking	not	required.	



The'landscape'in'2015'

SPACEKIDS/FP7'
Small$volume'Al'?'
Suspended'devices?'

INTERFEROMETER'

Current	state	of	the	art	performance
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J.	Zmuidzinas,	summer	2015

January	3,	2017

OST	target
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J.	Zmuidzinas,	summer	2015

January	3,	2017

OST	target

• Far-IR detectors are unique and will not develop themselves.
• Sensitivity and format are the primary metrics. 
• We have at least 3 promising technologies / approaches with proof of principle 

demonstrated in small 2-3 year APRA and SAT-type grants.
• But sustained, directed development is required to reach sensitivity & 

format, and also maturity for OST and/or precursors / Probes.
• E.g. cosmic ray susceptibility.

Outlook
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MAKO:	a	prototype	camera
(Swenson	et	al,	SPIE	Proc.,	2012)



Some	Details
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Close-up	of	pixel

Silicon	microlens array

Multiplexing	scheme

Pixel	layout



Readout	Electronics
• Use	fast	DAC	to	generate	multifrequency readout	signal,	
send	to	cryostat

• Digitize	returning	signal	(200-500	MSPS)
• Perform	FFT	in	real	time	(FPGA/GPU)
• Select	FFT	channels	corresponding	to	readout	carriers
• Stream	to	disk

www.pentek.comOne Park Way ◆ Upper Saddle River ◆ New Jersey 07458
Tel: 201.818.5900 ◆ Fax: 201.818.5904 ◆ Email: info@pentek.com

Pentek, Inc.

Model 78650 Two 500 MHz A/Ds, DUC, 800 MHz D/As, Virtex-6 FPGA - x8 PCIe
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General Information
Model 78650 is a member of the Cobalt®

family of high performance PCIe boards
based on the Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA. A multi-
channel, high-speed data converter, it is
suitable for connection to HF or IF ports of a
communications or radar system. Its built-in
data capture and playback features offer an
ideal turnkey solution.

 It includes two A/Ds, one DUC (Digital
Upconverter), two D/As, and four banks
of memory. In addition to supporting PCI
Express Gen. 2 as a native interface, the
Model 78650 includes optional general-
purpose and gigabit serial card connectors
for application specific I/O protocols.

The Cobalt Architecture
The Pentek Cobalt architecture features

a Virtex-6 FPGA. All of the board’s data and
control paths are accessible by the FPGA,
enabling factory installed functions includ-
ing data multiplexing, channel selection,
data packing, gating, triggering and memory
control. The Cobalt architecture organizes
the FPGA as a container for data processing
applications where each function exists as
an intellectual property (IP) module.

Each member of the Cobalt family is
delivered with factory installed applications
ideally matched to the board’s analog inter-
faces. The 78650 factory-installed functions
include two A/D acquisition and one D/A
waveform playback IP modules. In addition,
IP modules for either DDR3 or QDRII+
memories, a controller for all data clocking
and synchronization functions, a test signal
generator and a PCIe interface complete

the factory-installed functions and enable
the 78650 to operate as a complete turnkey
solution, without the need to develop any
FPGA IP.

Extendable IP Design
For applications that require specialized

functions, users can install their own custom
IP for data processing. Pentek GateFlow
FPGA Design Kits include all of the factory
installed modules as documented source code.
Developers can integrate their own IP with
the Pentek factory-installed functions or use
the GateFlow Design Kit to completely replace
the Pentek IP with their own.

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA
The Virtex-6 FPGA can be populated

with a variety of different FPGAs to match
the specific requirements of the processing
task. Supported FPGAs include: LX130T,
LX240T, LX365T, SX315T, or SX475T. The
SXT parts feature up to 2016 DSP48E slices
and are ideal for modulation/demodulation,
encoding/decoding, encryption/decryption,
and channelization of the signals between
transmission and reception. For applications
not requiring large DSP resources, one of
the lower-cost LXT FPGAs can be installed.

Option -104 connects 20 pairs of LVDS
signals from the FPGA on PMC P14 to a
68-pin DIL ribbon-cable header on the PCIe
board for custom I/O.

Option -105 connects two 4X gigabit
serial links from the FPGA on XMC P16 to
two 4X gigabit serial connectors along the
top edge of the PCIe board.  ➤

Features
■ Complete radar and software

radio interface solution
■ Supports Xilinx Virtex-6

LXT and SXT FPGAs
■ Two 500 MHz 12-bit A/Ds
■ One digital upconverter
■ Two 800 MHz 16-bit D/As
■ Up to 2 GB of DDR3 SDRAM

or 32 MB of QDRII+ SRAM
■ Sample clock synchronization

to an external system reference
■ LVPECL clock/sync bus for

multiboard synchronization
■ PCI Express (Gen. 2)

interface up to x8
■ LVDS connections to the

Virtex-6 FPGA for custom I/O

New
!

New
!

New
!

New
!

New
!

ROACH	2	+	custom	ADC,	DAC
1U	server	+	GPU	+	PCIe ADC/DAC
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DR21	@	850	µm
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Histogram	of	response	for	various	black	
body	temperatures
For	cold	black	body	only	peak	around	
0.25	exists
For	hot	black	body	peak	around	0.6-0.7	
is	larger	than	peak	at	0.25

Cold	black	body

Hot	black	body

• Peaks	get	closer	together	at	high	black	body	temperatures	due	to	filtering	by	the	
resonator	of	the	high	frequency	stream

• Could	lower	resonator	Q	by	stronger	coupling	at	the	expense	of	fewer	channels
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Counts	of	response	between	0.6	and	0.9	versus	number	of	expected	photons

10-19 W

40%	efficiency

Subtracting	
background	
rate

Efficiency	rolls	
off	when	time	
intervals	
between	
photons	become	
comparable	to	
the	time	
separation	of	
two	Quantum	
Capacitance	
Peaks

Direct	counting	
matches	efficiency	
inferred	from	shot-
noise	statistics!
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